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List: improved lyocell dissolving system 
The Iyo cell fiber process is developed to transform cellulose to a man-made cot
ton-like fiber (1]. The lyocell process includes a number of processing steps. 
The dissolving step is the most important one. It represents the heart of the ly
ocell technology. Kneaders developed by List AG, Arisdorf/Switzerland, are suc
cessfully applied for the continuous dissolving step whereby raw materials of 
different origin can be processed and transferred into a spinabie dope. 

The List Lyocell Dissolving System (LLDS) 
is a part of the solvent-spun fiber technol
ogy for natural raw material5. The 5th gen
eration is now developed providing 2 
process alternatives. 

Twin·step process 

comprises the premixing and dissolving 
steps. The premixing step mixes and ho
mogenizes the cellulose with the solvent 
and s.wells the pulp. The dissolving step 
transfers the pulp into a wet spinable 
dope. 

ments for small amounts of spinable spe
cialty dope for filament yarns, film and 
dopes for special technical applications. 
In one unit cellulose is mixed, homoge
nized and dissolved. Parallel to this, addi
tives can be added to the process to pro
duce modified dope with specialized 
properties (Fig. 2). 
To date, the twin-step techno logy is built 
for production capacities oi up to 15,000 
tons/year per line. The one-step LLDS 
is designed for capacities up to 
2,500 tons/year cellulose based materials 
(Fig. J ). 

The I\\ in-step continuous process is for One-step process Fltth generation of LLDS 

plants with large capacities (Fig . 1 ). II The One-Step process fulfils the require- Five generations oi development have 

Fig. 1 T" in-step continuous proce5S 
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Fig. 2 One-step continuous process 

Fig. 4 Continuous pulp pre-mixer 
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Fig. 5 Volumetric pul1> feeder into vacuum 

created technology improvements, pro
cess know-how and expertise. They rep
resent today's state-oi-the-art process 
technology. 
One of the new developments is the con
tinuous pulp pre-mixer. The main benefit 
for the incorporation of a pre-mixer (Fig. 
-n is a simple continuous process without 
interruptions ior homogeneous pulp qual
it). Another novelty of the LLDS is the 
pulp feeder. It ensures the volumetric 
feeding of the pulp into the vacuum envi
ronment of the reactor. The feeder is vac
uum tight and guarantees long lifetime 
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Fig. 6 Process simulation 

(Fig. :iJ. Its design is List proprietary. For a 
reliable discharge of the dope from the re
actor a discharge system was de\ eloped. 
ll lr<:insports the dope <:it low shear through 
<:i pressurized pipe and degasses it for 
bubble free spinning. 

Benefits of the process 

The LLDS produces with different raw 
materials an excellent quality of dope ior 
man-made staple fibers, foils and filament 
}'ams and films. Is characterized for the 
high solvent recycling rate. ll is adjustable 
in shear rate and swelling/dissolving time 
according to the source of the raw mate
rials. This opens the possibility to transier 
low cost raw materials to high quality sta
ple iibers, which are like cotton. 
The outstanding feature of the LLDS is 
manifested in its process saicty. LLDS op
erating at process temperature below 
100 "C switches automatically in a safe 
mode, through efficient product tempera
ture monitoring. 

Process s imulation 

For supporting the LLDS, List developed a 
process and scale-up model (fig. 6). This 
tool is suitable to illustrate expected 
process data for start-up or parameter 
changes. 
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Herbold: high-speed shredder for recycling plastic waste 
The applications of plastic waste recy
cling are becoming more and more com
plicated: the feeding material is charac
terized bv a steadilv growing contamina
tion and an increasing percentage oi for
eign bodies. One reason ior this is the 
new sorting procedures; another reason is 
the fact that more and more frequentl)', 
streams of waste materials that in the past 
could not be recycled at all, or only after 
a preceding time-consuming and costl>• 
manual preparation, are nowadars treat
ed fully-automatically. 
The high speed shredder by Herbold 
Meckesheim GmbH, 1\.leckesheim/Ger
many, is a modified impact hammer mill 
that can cope with these problems. 
Pendulousbeatersareusedascuttingtools: 
these are much more insensitive against 
foreign bodies due to their ability to avoid 
foreign bodies. Another advantage is their 
much quicker exchange in comparison to 
single- or two-shaft shredders.. 
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High-speed shredder HM 1001150 PR 
(Herbold) 

The high-speed shredder can be used as a 
dry or wet shredder. The high friction aris
ing during the wet operation oi the ma
chine is a pleasant side eiiect that will 
considerabl)' facilitate an intensive wash
ing and at the same time \\ill remove 
coatings, paint or labels. 
If hollow bodies and bottles are ground, 
especially in the field of polroleiines, an
other advantage shows its effect: this ma
terial is not onl}' highly contaminated 
with foreign bodies {e .g. steel handles of 
pales), but it is also extremelr abrasive. 
This shredder does not need regular weld
ing at tl1e rotor or at the housing. Every
where that wear shows, due to the ex
changeable armored plates, a quick ex
change of the affected surfaces can be 
made. Also the cutting tools of the Her
bold high-speed granulator arc extremely 
cheap, and in addition to this, the operat
ing expenses of this machine are very 
economical. 
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